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NSAA recognizes the following 37 resorts for participating in the
Climate Challenge. Their leadership paves the way for other
resorts to inventory, target and reduce their carbon footprints:

NSAA invites all ski
areas to consider
joining the Climate
Challenge. For
more information,
visit www.nsaa.org
and click on
Environment.
2013 HIGHLIGHTS

2015 HIGHLISGHTS

Alpine Meadows
Alta Ski Area
Arapahoe Basin
Aspen Highlands
Aspen Mountain
Beaver Valley Ski Club
Boreal Mountain Resort
Buttermilk
Copper
Crystal Mountain
Deer Valley
Giants Ridge Golf & Ski Resort
Gorgoza Park
Grand Targhee
Granite Peak
Hunter Mountain
Jackson Hole Mountain Resort
Jiminy Peak
June Mountain
Killington Resort
Lee Canyon
Lutsen Mountains
Mammoth
Mt. Hood Meadows Ski Resort
Mt. Bachelor
Pico Mountain
Snowbird
Snowmass
Soda Springs
Squaw Valley
Steamboat
Stratton
Sugarbush Resort
Taos Ski Valley
Telluride Ski & Golf Resort
Timberline Lodge
Whistler/Blackcomb
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The National Ski Areas Association (NSAA) is pleased to report on the sustainability efforts of
ski resorts in the 2015/2016 season. In its sixteenth year, the Sustainable Slopes program
continues to thrive, adapting to incorporate new initiatives and evolving to reflect emerging
trends.

NSAA would like to thank the outgoing Chair of the the NSAA Environmental

Committee, Alan Henceroth (COO/VP Arapahoe Basin), for his superb leadership over the
past five years. We welcome David Perry, COO/VP of Aspen Skiing Co., as our new
Environmental Committee Chair and look forward to improving the Sustainable Slopes program
under his direction.
In total, almost 200 resorts have endorsed the Environmental Charter over the past 16 years,
representing over 75 percent of the ski resorts nationally by skier visits. Through their
endorsement of the Charter, these resorts have identified an environmental contact person,
assessed their policies and operations against the Environmental Principles in the Charter, and
have taken steps toward improved environmental performance. Given variances in size,
technical expertise, financial resources, and geographic location, resorts are at different points
with respect to their environmental programs and implementation of the Environmental
Principles but all are making efforts that are relevant to their customers and meaningful to the
industry as a whole.
NSAA recognized Judy Dorsey’s longstanding and substantial contributions to ski area
sustainability with an Industry Impact Award in May. As the principal and founder of Brendle
Group, a sustainability engineering and planning firm based in Colorado, Judy has worked hand
in hand with NSAA and individual resorts over the past decade and a half to raise the bar on
environmental performance, improve transparency and accountability, reduce our indsustry’s
collective carbon footprint, and most of all, to inspire change. EPA Administrator Gina
McCarthy personally congratulated Dorsey through a video that was played for NSAA’s
National Convention in conjunction with the award ceremony. Gina McCarthy also praised the
ski industry for its efforts on climate change, recognized the resorts participating in the Climate
Challenge, and urged more resorts to join the Climate Challenge to help address climate
change

through

emissions

reductions

and

advocacy.

To

watch

the

video

visit

http://www.nsaa.org/environment/climate-change/.
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The Climate Challenge continues to grow with four additional resorts joining for the season
ahead: Granite Peak, Lutsen Mountains, Timberline Lodge and Whistler/Blackcomb. The
Climate Challenge program provides technical support and recognition to ski areas that are
developing carbon inventories, setting goals for carbon reduction, and measuring success in
reducing their overall carbon footprint. In-depth results of the Climate Challenge are included in
Chapter 3 of this Report. NSAA would like to take this opportunity to recognize the resorts
participating in the Climate Challenge: Alpine Meadows, Alta Ski Area, Arapahoe Basin,
Aspen Highlands, Aspen Mountain, Beaver Valley Ski Club, Boreal Mountain Resort,
Buttermilk, Copper, Crystal Mountain (Michigan), Deer Valley, Giants Ridge Ski & Golf,
Gorgoza Park, Grand Targhee, Granite Peak, Hunter Mountain, Jackson Hole Mountain
Resort, Jiminy Peak, June Mountain, Killington Resort, Lee Canyon, Lutsen Mountains,
Mammoth, Mount Hood Meadows Ski Resort, Mt. Bachelor, Pico Mountain, Soda Springs,
Snowbird, Snowmass, Steamboat, Stratton, Squaw Valley, Sugarbush Resort, Taos Ski
Valley, Telluride Ski & Golf Resort, Timberline Lodge and Whistler/Blackcomb. These ski
areas are leading the ski industry by addressing climate change head on - taking action and
making changes in their operations that will reduce their impacts on the climate, while
advocating for climate change policies at the local, state and national levels.
A number of ski areas participated in a unique advocacy opportunity this spring by writing letters
to their congressional delegations urging them to join the new Bipartisan Climate Solutions
Caucus. Two Congressmen from Florida launched the caucus (Rep. Carlos Curbelo (R-FL)
and Rep. Ted Deutch (D-FL)) to "explore policy options that address the impacts, causes, and
challenges of our changing climate," and to seek "economically-viable options to reduce climate
risk and protect our nation's economy." Motivated by the threat of rising sea levels to their state,
they are bucking the trend of putting partisanship ahead of solutions when it comes to climate
change. The caucus requires members to join in bipartisan pairs to emphasize the need for a
bipartisan approach to solving climate. Accordingly, ski areas chose a Republican and
Democrat Representative that they thought would pair up nicely, and invited them to join the
caucus “Noah’s ark style” for the benefit of their state. The caucus could play a pivotal role in
building bipartisan support for climate policy in the House.
NSAA endorsed the Climate Citizens’ Lobby (CCL) Carbon Fee and Dividend approach to
addressing climate change this spring. NSAA hopes that individual resorts will also endorse
CCL’s approach as a market-based solution that puts a price on carbon and is effective in
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bringing about the emissions reductions needed to solve the problem. For more information on
CCL, visit http://citizensclimatelobby.org/.
NSAA hosted an education session at our National Convention in May on the topic of “How to
Talk about Climate Change.”

Recognizing that ckimate change is on the minds of ski areas,

resorts guests, community leaders, elected officials, the media and lenders, the session helped
prepare resort management to successfully communicate on this topic to a variety of audiences.
David Perry shared the results of Aspen Skiing Co.’s inaugural season of engaging resort
guests on climate change by including Protect Our Winters (POW) patches on all employee
uniforms, and shared the front line employee training used to prepare for it. Judy Dorsey of
Brendle Group addressed how to talk about climate solutions and adaptation in positive and
meaningful terms. The session will likely be back by popular demand at NSAA’s Winter
Conference and Trade Shows in 2017.
We are also pleased to report on the continued success of our Sustainable Slopes Grant
Program. Since its inception in 2009, the Sustainable Slopes Grant Program has awarded
$118,500 in cash grants and $321,000 in in-kind grants, for a total of $439,000 in support of
resort sustainability projects.

Crystal Mountain received a cash grant for an LED lighting

project in its day visitor lot that is used year-round by guests and employees. The use of LED
lighting results in a significant reduction in carbon emissions and also lowers energy and
maintenance costs. Crystal Mountain estimates that the LED fixtures will save 7,000 kWh
annually - a reduction of approximately 4.9 tons of CO2. Crystal Mountain is a participant in ski
industry’s Climate Challenge, and this project will help the ski area meet its goal of reducing
MTCO2e emissions for the next several years. This cash grant, with a value of $5,000, was
made possible by generous donations from CLIF® Bar, based in California.
Massachusetts-based HKD Snowmakers awarded a high-efficiency snowmaking grant to Taos
Ski Valley, also a participant in the Climate Challenge. The ski area will receive five highefficiency snowmaking guns from HKD Snowmakers, a total value of $23,000. New this year,
all participants in the ski industry’s Climate Challenge program will receive the benefits of an
in-kind climate adaptation consulting services grant. Brendle Group, a Colorado-based
sustainability engineering firm, will provide the services with a value of $5,000 to help the ski
areas assess and respond to potential vulnerabilities and risks due to a changing climate by
providing education and tools through the Climate Challenge program.
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In total, the SWAG program, or Sharing Warmth Around the Globe, has donated over 250,000
winter garments to people in several overseas countries that desperately need warm clothing to
wear during the cold winter months. In 2015/2016, SWAG partnered with HELP International
and Precept Ministries International and with the help of 40 resorts, collected and distributed
more than 13,000 pieces to individuals in Albania, Armenia, Germany, Nepal, Moldova,
Mongolia, Poland, Siberia, Syria, and Ukraine. Information regarding the 2016/2017 program
was recently distributed and collection will begin in October.
SKI Magazine announced three winners of the Golden Eagle Awards for Environmental
Excellence in 2016. SKI founded the program in 1993 to encourage sustainability and to
recognize resorts for their commitment to the environment, and ski areas have come a long way
in the past 22 years. Three Golden Eagle Awards are given to a small (up to 200,000 visits),
medium (200-500,000 visits) and large resort (over 500,000 visits) with a deserving
environmental program or project.
Golden Eagle 2016 Winners
Soda Springs in California won the Golden Eagle Award in the small ski area category. In
November of 2015, Soda Springs launched the Soda Springs Recycled Water Initiative. The ski
area will lead by example in being the first resort in California to make snow using recycled
water. This innovation is the result of a shared vision and partnership with Donner Summit
Public Utility District (DSPUD). The use of recycled water will preserve potable, surface and
groundwater supplies and provide an alternate and sustainable source for snowmaking. For
more information, visit
http://www.skisodasprings.com/soda/mountain-info/Recycled%20Water%20Initiative.
Gore Mountain in New York took the top environmental honors in the medium-sized ski area
category for consistent leadership on environmental stewardship and enhancing the guest
experience in creative ways that help both the planet and its business. Its signature project was
the signing of a 25-year solar energy contract for a 5.325 MW system that will offset 85% of
Gore’s annual electrical budget. The first year’s savings for the project are estimated to be
$213,043, and the cumulative savings are projected to be $9,985,787. Gore also continued its
long-term investment in high-efficiency snowmaking, introduced service of locally produced
foods, offset energy use through strategic trail modifications, added two “recycled” trails to the
map, and made several other environmentally-friendly enhancements that guests can see,
enjoy, and learn about every day.
For more information about Gore’s environmental initiatives, visit www.goremountain.com.
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Aspen Skiing Co. in Colorado won the Golden Eagle Award in the large resort category for
leveraging action on climate change with key audiences and in partnership with Protect Our
Winters (POW), a nonprofit dedicated to engaging the outdoor sports community in the fight
against climate change. This season, all 3,600 new Aspen/Snowmass uniforms featured the
POW logo on the sleeve to spark conversation among guests and employees about climate
change and how they can act in meaningful ways to solve the problem. Aspen trained every
employee in climate science, communication and the mission of POW prior to the season, and
included effective collateral materials in support of the initiative on chairlifts and in hotels (watch
video at https://vimeo.com/139166012). Aspen’s partnership with POW has resulted in great
success, including influencing governors in ski states to support the President’s Clean Power
Plan, bringing EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy to the X Games to elevate awareness of
EPA’s role in climate among youth, and helping unite the snowsports industry on advocacy on
climate

solutions.

For

more

information

on

the

Aspen/POW

partnership,

visit

www.protectourwinters.org and www.aspensnowmass.com.

Golden Eagle Winners (L to R): Boreal Mountain Resort's Matt Peterson, VP marketing/brand
management, and Amy Ohran, president/GM; Padraig Power, finance director, Park State Olympic Reg.
Development Authority; Emily Stanton, marketing manager, Gore Mountain; Dave Perry, VP/COO, Aspen
Skiing Co.; Kristyn Lingenfelter, Squaw Valley/Alpine Meadows; Christian Knapp, VP marketing, Aspen
Mountain; and Mike Kaplan, ASC's president/CEO.
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Kristyn Lingenfelter is a Hero of Sustainability for her efforts in implementing Squaw Valley’s
Drink Mountain Tap program, a resort-wide ban of bottled water sales at Squaw Valley and
Alpine Meadows. This initiative involved installing over twenty water refill stations, offering
guests a new, reusable BPA free water bottle with beautiful mountain imagery on it sold at the
same price point as bottled water ($3), and removing bottled water from Squaw/Alpine owned
dining and retail outlets. The initiative inspires guests to rethink their daily habits by choosing
reusable products over single-use items, while simultaneously reducing the total amount of
plastic waste generated by the resort each year. From the last two seasons’ averages of bottled
water sold, Squaw/Alpine Meadows will remove 28,000 single-use plastic bottles from its waste
stream annually. In ten years, this will add up to over 300,000 single-use plastic bottles and over
eight metric tons of CO2 emissions saved from the production of 300K plastic bottles.
In addition to this program, Kristyn was instrumental in strengthening the resort’s partnership
with POW and raising awareness on the effects of Climate Change by developing the POW
Climate Cabin and POW Special Feature Wall at the Patagonia store in the resort’s Village. For
more

information

on

Squaw/Alpine

Meadows’

sustainability

initiatives,

visit

www.squawalpine.com and www.protectourwinters.org.

On behalf of ski areas across the country, NSAA would like to express our appreciation for all of
the individuals, organizations, and agencies outside the industry that have supported
Sustainable Slopes for the past sixteen years. We have come a long way, and we are grateful
for the the partners and stakeholders who have contributed to our collective successes.

Geraldine Link
Director of Public Policy
September 2016
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1.0 SUSTAINABLE SLOPES ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER

1.1 HISTORY AND PURPOSE OF THE CHARTER
To see the Charter
and its Principles

Every year, millions of people visit ski areas across North America to enjoy
snow sports and to experience the natural beauty of the mountain
environment. These visitors place a high priority on environmental concerns.

in their entirety,

In order to continue to offer quality recreational experiences that complement

visit the NSAA

the natural and aesthetic qualities that draw these visitors to the mountains,

web site at

the National Ski Area Association (NSAA) and its member resorts have
committed to improving environmental performance in ski area operations and

WWW.NSAA.ORG

management.

This commitment is detailed in the Sustainable Slopes

Environmental Charter for Ski Areas adopted in June 2000 and revised in
2006.

1.2 OVERVIEW OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTER
The Environmental Charter promotes sound environmental stewardship and,
Understanding

more importantly, offers a comprehensive set of 21 Environmental Principles

that ski areas

that enable ski area operators to make sustainable use of natural resources.

have some

The Principles are the key to the Environmental Charter and address the

unavoidable

following topics:

impacts, the
Principles

1.

Planning, Design, and Construction

encourage ski

2.

Water Use for Snowmaking

areas to adopt the

3.

Water Use in Facilities

“avoid, minimize,

4.

Water Use for Landscaping and Summer Activities

mitigate”

5.

Water Quality Management

approach to

6.

Wastewater Management

natural resource

7.

Energy Use for Facilities

management.

8.

Energy Use for Snowmaking

9.

Energy Use for Lifts

10.

Energy Use for Vehicle Fleets

11.

Waste Reduction
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12.

Product Re-use

13.

Recycling

14.

Potentially Hazardous Wastes

15.

Fish and Wildlife Management

16.

Forest and Vegetative Management

17.

Wetlands and Riparian Areas

18.

Air Quality

19.

Visual Quality

20.

Transportation

21.

Education and Outreach

For each of the 21 Environmental Principles, the Charter identifies a range of "Options for Getting
There" that resorts can implement to achieve the Principles. These "Options for Getting There"
serve as a menu of realistic actions ski areas can and are taking, all or in part as their resources
allow, to continually improve their operations. The “Options for Getting There” are detailed for each
of the 21 Principles in the Charter document available at www.nsaa.org.
Because not all resorts have the same concerns and resources, the Charter is designed to allow
resorts to use the Principles as a framework and then choose the "Options for Getting There" that
make the most sense given their individual circumstances and capacities. We hope that each
resort continues to take the challenge to achieve the greatest possible results individually for
greater conservation collectively.
It is important to note that the Charter’s Principles are voluntary, and in adopting them, resorts have
committed to going beyond regulatory compliance in those areas where improvements make
environmental sense and are economically feasible.

Ski areas already should be meeting all

applicable federal, state, and local environmental requirements. The Principles are the means by
which the industry can collectively improve environmental performance. There are many incentives
for going beyond compliance, including reduced environmental impacts, increased monetary
savings, reduced regulatory liability, and increased positive public image. Good environmental
practices are good business, and quite simply are expected by resort customers, the Partnering
Organizations of the Charter, and other key stakeholders.
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1.3 THE FUTURE

NSAA will continue the Sustainable Slopes Grant Program into the future with an emphasis on
direct assistance and on-the-ground improvement. We will also continue with the Climate
Challenge, and look for ways for the two programs to be complementary. The Grant Program has
and will continue to spark innovation among resorts and allow resorts with fewer resources to take
on sustainability projects that might not otherwise happen. It also is a great vehicle for funding
Climate Challenge resorts’ projects that help them meet their carbon reduction targets. An ongoing
goal is to increase participation in the Grant Program as well as the Climate Challenge.

As Sustainable Slopes matures, the nature of its goals continually changes to meet the needs and
expectations of member resorts and Partnering Organizations. NSAA hopes to create sources of
new momentum for the program and to recognize ever higher levels of performance while
continuing to encourage broad participation and efforts across the industry.

1.4 ENDORSING RESORTS
On an individual basis, ski areas take their stewardship role seriously and continue to take
innovative steps each year to address environmental challenges.

The Charter represents a

collective step toward meeting these challenges. To date, almost 200 ski areas have endorsed the
Charter and are committed to implementing its Principles. For a list of endorsing resorts sorted by
resort name or State/Province location, visit the NSAA website at www.nsaa.org. Over 60 of the
endorsing ski areas contributed to the information presented in this report by submitting Sustainable
Slopes Grant Applications, Climate Challenge Applications and Renewals, and Golden Eagle
Award Applications.
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2.0 SUSTAI N ABLE SLOP ES GR ANTS

2.1 BACKGROUND

The purpose of the
Sustainable Slopes
Grant Program is
to spark innovation
and increase
resorts’ progress in
implementing the
Environmental
Principles of the
Charter.

NSAA began a modest grant program in 2009 as a partnership between
NSAA and industry stakeholders. In total, the program has directed over
$439,000 to 38 resort sustainability projects!

The purpose of the Grant

Program is to spark innovation and increase resorts’ progress in implementing
the Environmental Principles of the Charter by putting money on the ground.
NSAA is excited to announce that we have a new grant for 2017 from UltraTech Lighting of ten (10) Snow-Bright™ fixtures. Snow-Bright™ is energy
efficient lighting that will help resorts save up to 85% over conventional lighting
in operating electricity, while also substantially reducing “in-rush” current
associated with electricity demand charges. Snow-Bright has a proven
100,000 hour lifecycle, which is more than half a century for most ski areas.
Silent ballasts are safe for bats and canines and the light spectrum does not
disturb nocturnal wildlife. Non-glare performance offers ultimate safety for
skiers and riders and the special diffusion technology meets most Dark Sky
requirements. NSAA welcomes Ultra-Tech to the Sustainable Slopes Grant
Program.
In 2016, two member ski areas received Sustainable Slopes grants, and the
Climate Challengers collectively received an in-kind grant. Grant recipients
included Taos Ski Valley, New Mexico and Crystal Mountain, Michigan. Both
of these ski areas are participants in the Climate Challenge. NSAA is excited
to see the Challengers taking advantage of this grant program in pursuing
their Climate Challenge goals of reducing carbon emissions.

2.2 SNOWMAKING AND CLIMATE ADAPTATION GRANTS
NSAA supplier member HKD Snowmakers, celebrating its 25th anniversary this year, made an inkind snowmaking grant. HKD is a long-standing family business based in Natick, Massachusetts
and has installed its energy efficient HKD air/water technology at
more than 420 ski areas around the world. HKD Snowmakers
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awarded the high-efficiency snowmaking grant to Taos Ski Valley in New Mexico. The ski area
received 5 high-efficiency snowmaking guns from HKD Snowmakers, a total value of $23,000. The
new HKD Low-Energy guns will improve the ski area’s efficiency, enable it to move more water
more consistently, and help avoid use of high-energy guns when it is cold. “We at HKD are thrilled
to support Taos in participating in the Climate Challenge and meeting their goal through the use of
our energy-efficient Impulse snowmaking equipment,” said Charles Santry, president of HKD
Snowmakers.

Taos Ski Valley Snowmaking

Climate Challengers - Climate Adaptation Grant Recipients
All of the Climate Challengers collectively received an in-kind grant for Climate Adaptation
consulting services in 2016. Brendle Group, a Colorado-based sustainability engineering firm,
provided the services with a value of $5,000 to the Climate Challengers to help participants assess
and respond to potential vulnerabilities and risks due to a changing climate. Brendle Group shifted
this grant in 2016 to a program-wide grant so that all of the Climate Challengers, not just one ski
area, could benefit from it.
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2.3 CASH GRANT CRITERIA
Funding for the cash grant program this year came from a generous sponsorship
from California-based CLIF Bar & Co. Grant funds may be used to support design
or implementation of measures, including capital costs, related to sustainability
projects. Only future or on-going projects are eligible for funding. For a copy of the
grant application, see www.nsaa.org.
In order to be eligibile for a grant, applicants are required to be ski area members of NSAA that
have endorsed the Sustainable Slopes program. The following selection criteria are applied.
Does the initiative:


Demonstrate innovation in improving sustainability?



Raise environmental awareness?



Promote concrete environmental actions?



Promote the education goals of Keep Winter Cool?



Have a high likelihood of success (the necessary expertise and experience to achieve
stated goals)?



Have the ability to be replicated by others in the ski industry?



Involve other partners, sponsors or underwriters?



Rely on this grant money for implementation?



Help meet any goals set for the Climate Challenge?

2.4 2016 CASH GRANT AWARD WINNER
Crystal Mountain in Michigan received a cash grant for an LED lighting project in its day visitor lot
that is used year-round by guests and employees. The use of LED lighting results in a significant
reduction in carbon emissions and also lowers energy and maintenance costs. Crystal Mountain
estimates that the LED fixtures will save 7,000 kWh annually - a reduction of approximately 4.9 tons
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of CO2. Crystal Mountain is a participant in ski industry’s Climate Challenge, and this project will
help the ski area meet its goal of reducing MTCO2e emissions for the next several years. “Energy
resiliency initiatives have been a particular focus of Crystal Mountain as they represent an
opportunity to mitigate impact both environmentally and fiscally, and this grant undoubtedly will help
us move toward our goal of greater energy efficiency and resiliency,” says Brian Lawson, Director of
Public Relations for Crystal Mountain. Crystal Mountain’s $5,000 grant was made possible by a
generous donation from CLIF® Bar, based in California. CLIF Bar has contributed to the
Sustainable Slopes grant program for seven years running. “As a company focused on maintaining
climate neutral business operations, we are pleased to support ski area projects making a positive
impact on climate,” says Nikki Ferenz, Experience Marketing Coordinator at CLIF Bar & Company.
Past winners of the Sustainable Slopes grants include Alpine Meadows, Calif.; Alta Ski Area, Utah;
Arapahoe Basin, Colo.; Beaver Valley Ski Club, Ontario; Canyons, Utah; Burke Mountain, Vermont;
Copper Mountain, Colo.; Crested Butte, Colo.; Giants Ridge, Minn.; Grand Targhee, Wyo.; Greek
Peak, New York; Mt. Abram, Maine; Mt. Ashland, Oregon; Mt. Hood Meadows, Oregon; Oak
Mountain, New York; Ober Gatlinburg, Tennessee; Spirit Mountain, Minnesota; Stevens Pass,
Wash.; Stratton, Vermont; Sugarbush Resort, Vermont; Tamarack, Idaho; and Telluride Ski & Golf,
Colo.
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3.0 THE CLIM ATE CH ALLENGE PROGRAM
3.1 INTRODUCTION
This year marked the 5th year of the Climate
Challenge, a voluntary program that supports and
recognizes ski areas that are committed to reducing
their

climate

impact.

Challengers

do

this

by

inventorying and reporting on their carbon footprints,
setting goals for carbon reduction, implementing at
least one on-site carbon reduction strategy per year,
and engaging in climate change advocacy efforts.
Each year the Climate Challenge program seeks to
build upon its successes to improve the operations of
existing participants while adding new members. To
this end, the program will be welcoming 4 new
members in 2016. The ski areas joining the Climate
Challenge for the 2016 season are Lutsen Mountains
(MN), Granite Peak (WI), Whistler Blackcomb (BC
Canada), and Timberline Lodge (OR).
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3.2 WHY THE CLIMATE CHALLENGE?
Climate change presents challenges to the ski

A 2010 NSAA survey
showed that only 10%
of responding ski areas
had completed a
greenhouse gas
inventory – though 80%
were very interested in
addressing climate
issues.

industry that require proactive planning, action, and
bold leadership. The Climate Challenge provides a
framework for participants to engage in a multi-year
process that enables them to plan and implement
actions that will reduce emissions, share those
successes industry wide, and collaborate with
others in the industry to leverage the collective
power of working together on climate issues.

GOALS OF THE CLIMATE CHALLENGE


Higher standard: The program will raise the standard for ski areas wishing to take their sustainability
performance to the next level.



Long-term: The program will be multi-year, seeking to compound the benefits of actions taken by
participants over many years and to grow the number of participants from year to year.



Cost-efficient: The program will leverage the investment of participants and sponsorships to deliver
more value to participants than their individual investments.



Credible: Quantification of greenhouse gas inventories, targets, and reduction measures will be
developed in alignment with a credible protocol, using boundaries consistent with industry approaches.



Transparent: The approach taken by the program will be transparent to participating ski areas and the
public.



Fair: The program will be fair, facilitating participation for ski areas of all sizes, regions, and focuses.



Easy: The program will provide participating ski areas with guidance and tools to make participation as
simple as possible.



Well-recognized: The program will provide recognition for participating ski areas and for high
performance.
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3.3 CHALLENGE ELEMENTS
Ski areas participating in the Challenge commit to a five-step process each year.

Inventory

Target

Reduce

Advocate

Report

INVENTORY
In order to understand the impact of their operations, Challengers inventory greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions for their ski area operations. Inventories are required to include direct
emissions at the ski area (Scope 1) and indirect emissions from purchasing energy, such as
electricity (Scope 2). Other emissions, such as those from waste disposal or business travel,
can be included at the discretion of the Challenger. The Challenger can choose to inventory
emissions for the fiscal or calendar year.

For 2015, Challengers prepared inventories using a tool that follows the guidelines of The
Climate Registry’s General Reporting Protocol.1

1

"General Reporting Protocol." The Climate Registry, n.d. Web. 25 July 2016.
<https://www.theclimateregistry.org/tools-resources/reporting-protocols/general-reporting-protocol/>.
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TARGET
With an understanding of the emissions generated by their
operations, Challengers define a target (or goal) for reducing
emissions. The structure of the target is flexible: the Challenger
can select which emissions to reduce, how much they will be
reduced, and over what time period the target will be achieved.
Regardless of the structure of the target, Challengers define a
target that will reduce GHG emissions relative to an established
baseline GHG inventory for ski area operations.
Targets are the means for measuring Challenger progress and hopefully will become useful
planning tools as Challengers make operational decisions in years to come.

THE LANGUAGE OF CARBON
Carbon Dioxide (CO2): The major heat-trapping gas whose concentration is being increased by
human activities. It also serves as the yardstick for all other GHGs. The major source of CO2
emissions is fossil fuel combustion. Carbon dioxide emissions also result from clearing forests
and burning biomass. Atmospheric concentrations of CO2 have been increasing at a rate of
about 0.5 percent a year, and are now more than 30 percent above pre-industrial levels.
CO2e: Carbon dioxide equivalent, a measure that is used to express the concentration of all
heat trapping gases in terms of CO2.
MTCO2e: A metric ton of CO2e. A metric ton is equivalent to 1.102 short tons or 2,204 pounds.

REDUCE
Challengers commit to take one measurable step to reducing their GHG emissions each year in
order to progress toward their target. Examples of reduction projects include increased energy
efficiency in buildings, lifts, and snowmaking; switching to more efficient fleet vehicles;
increasing diversion of solid waste to reuse; recycling or composting; or installing a renewable
energy system on-site.
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The Climate Challenge views purchasing a renewable energy credit (REC) or a carbon offset as
a means of contractually demonstrating an emission reduction. These instruments may be used
by Challengers to achieve targets, but are not recognized for the Reduce component of the
Challenge. In other words, at least one reduction project must occur on-site each Challenge
year.
Outsourcing or divesting emission sources is not allowed as a reduction strategy for those
participating in the Challenge. For example, outsourcing a restaurant to a concessionaire during
the Challenge will not be considered a reduction in emissions from a baseline that includes the
restaurant.
ADVOCATE
Advocacy is a core component to the Challenge’s overall goal. The advocacy element of the
Challenge helps communicate important efforts made by the ski industry to leaders and
legislators on a national level, and supports regional or national legislation or regulation
targeting climate issues. Members are required to endorse at least two energy/climate change
advocacy letters including sending correspondence from the resort to their Congressional
delegation on the resorts’ efforts and the ski industry’s efforts on the Climate Challenge.
Additional advocacy options include engaging in climate advocacy at the state level, writing an
editorial about climate change, or attending a climate-related event with NSAA.
REPORT
Having completed the first four activities in the Challenge, Challengers report a summary of their
results to the Climate Challenge program and the public. The summary includes the following
elements:


Total GHG emissions in MTCO2e



Stated reduction target



A narrative description of reduction activities



Documentation of advocacy requirements

Challengers are asked to be complete and accurate in reporting to the Challenge. The goals of
the Challenge are larger than a single ski area and are best served when all participating ski
areas make their best effort. To this end, all submitted inventories, targets, and reduction
activities are reviewed by a third-party to ensure they are eligible and reasonable with respect to
the program’s standards and expectations.
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PROGRAM SUPPORT
To aid Climate Challengers with the
program requirements, Brendle Group
provides

educational

and

technical

support. In fall 2015, a kick-off seminar
was held to introduce participants to the
program requirements and to explain the
new features of the data collection tool.
Two additional seminars were held to
provide a deeper dive into the different
program
increased

requirements

and

to

collaboration

foster
among

EPA Administrator, Gina McCarthy, and Aspen
native Gretchen Bleiler in Aspen during the 2015 X

participating resorts. Challengers are also Games. McCarthy gave a talk on climate change.
welcome to email or call the Climate Challenge
team
to Vance,
troubleshoot
the tool, gain feedback on
PHOTO:
Eric
Powder.com
target setting, or brainstorm reduction projects. An annual program guide and newsletter were
sent to Challengers for expansive program details and more helpful hints on how to maximize
program success.

3.4 ENCOURAGED ELEMENTS
In addition to the four program requirements, Challengers are encouraged to undertake a
number of activities to reduce emissions in indirect ways that may not be reflected in their
inventories but may still have a significant impact on global emissions. These activities are
recognized and supported by the Climate Challenge. Some examples of these indirect activities
are described here:


Skier transportation programs – many are investing in infrastructure, providing
incentives, and educating their skiers and riders to reduce single-occupant vehicle travel
to ski areas.



Skier education/communications – the ski industry’s visibility to millions of skiers and
boarders every year provides tremendous opportunity to lead by example.



Comprehensive reduction planning – developing a comprehensive climate action plan
and integrating it into capital planning and budgeting activities can help to elevate the
consideration of GHG reduction activities.
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Purchase of renewable energy credits
or offsets – many resorts invest in
renewable energy credits or carbon
offsets to support the reduction of
emissions.

3.5 CHALLENGE RESULTS
The following sections present the outcomes of
the inventory, target, reduce, and advocate
process for this year’s Climate Challengers. Meadows officials Jake Bolland and Heidi
The Challengers represent a variety of ski area Logosz testify in support of a council resolution
state legislation
on intensity
carbon pricing.
PHOTO:
sizes, regions, and operational characteristics. Infor
addition,
the carbon
of the electricity
Neumann-Rea,
Hood
River News
they purchase varies widely. In other words, skiKirby
areas
are all unique;
however,
they all have

committed to reducing their GHG impact.
In 2014, the Climate Challenge worked with all participating ski areas to determine the best
metrics to use for benchmarking a ski area’s GHG inventory. Benchmarking is important
because it can be used by ski areas to determine their relative climate change impact against
other ski areas that share similar characteristics such as size, climate, and operations. This
year, the Climate Challenge continued to collect a variety of information that can be used as
metrics such as ski area acreage, acres of maintained trails, acres with snowmaking equipment,
and total number of days open, amongst others. The results of this effort are available only to
Climate Challenge participants.
In 2015, Scope 1 and 2 emissions totaled 192,055 MTCO2e for all Challengers. Resorts
implemented on-site projects that reduced emissions by 5,588 MTCO2e and purchased RECs
equivalent to 38,580 MTCO2e. The cumulative impact of on-site projects since 2011 (which
accrue annual reductions for the life of the project) and 2015 REC purchases totals 51,311
MTCO2e reduction.
The table below provides an overview of the progress ski areas have been making towards
reducing greenhouse gas emissions during the five years of the Climate Challenge.

2011
2012
2013

Challengers**

Total
Scope 1&2
Emissions*

Average
Scope 1&2
Emissions*

Total Emissions
Reductions*

Average
Emissions
Reductions*

RECs
Purchased*

8
17
17

65,131
106,934
103,398

8,141
6,290
6,082

172
3,694
1,130

22
217
66

2,134
33,346
41,819
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2014
27
168,584
6,244
2,147
2015
28
192,055
6,859
5,588
*Reported in MTCO2e, **Challengers that submitted data
Average
emissions

Scope
have

1

and

80
200

41,944
38,580

2

decreased

since 2011 by 16 percent. The
averge project reductions per
ski area are increasing every
year, except for 2012 which saw
exceptionally high reductions.
REC purchases appear quite
steady since 2012. As the
number

of

Challengers As world leaders from the US and more than 150 countries

continues to increase each year, gather on April 22 to sign the Paris Climate Agreement, more
the Climate Challenge is excited than 100 leading companies, including many ski resorts,
joined together to welcome the agreement and call for the

to see these trends continue and to see reductions in average toal emissions and increases in
average project reductions.

US economy to shift to a low-carbon future. PHOTO:
Lowcarbonusa.org

Trends emerge when looking at the types of reduction projects that Challengers completed. The
largest number of projects revolved around more efficient snowmaking equipment and lighting.
In addition, upgrading fleet vehicles, installing electric charging stations, and upgrading building
automation and HVAC were also popular projects. Some resorts hired new staff to work on
recycling and sustainability. A few renewable energy projects implemented included solar and
wind.

Challengers were also tasked with advocating for climate change or energy policies during the
2015 season. They accomplished this requirement in a variety of ways, which included:


Sending direct correspondence to their Congressional delegation regarding climate
change legislation



Endorsing the U.S. EPA’s Clean Power Program



Endorsing federal carbon tax legislation



Applauding President Obama’s leadership at the Paris UN Climate Conference



Writing letters to the editor to local and regional newspapers and magazines about
climate change and the Climate Challenge program
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The remainder of this section provides the results for individual participating ski resorts in
alphabetical order.
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Alta Ski Area – Utah
INVENTORY FY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3 (Solid Waste)
Total

MTCO2e
4,740
356
5,096

TARGET
Alta Ski Area will reduce emissions by
20 percent under 2010-11 levels by
2020-21.

REDUCE
Alta Ski Area added a digital control automation system to the Cat Shop, added a VFD to a
snowmaking pump, and upgraded employee housing with LED lighting.
OTHER PROGRESS
The summer of 2014 was Alta’s busiest summer yet with about 580 volunteers and 1,030
environmental educational visitors during 26 events. Alta got a lot done thanks to all their
volunteers and the collaborative efforts of their partners: ACE, Cottonwood Canyons
Foundation, Friends of Alta, Hawkwatch International, Town of Alta, Tracy Aviary, TreeUtah,
University of Utah, US Forest Service Salt Lake Ranger District, and Westminster College. The
following features just a few of their proud summer accomplishments:
1. Alta planted 2,650 Limber Pines and 500 Engelmann Spruce trees. Alta harvested over
650 Engelmann Spruce seedlings and planted over 1,000 native flowering plants.
2. Alta rerouted over 2,000 feet of trail on the Upper Albion Meadows and the Devil’s
Castle Loop Trails in Albion Basin; making progress in addressing and better managing
the increasing volume of summer visitors.
3. An educational bird watching event with Tracy Aviary and HawkWatch International
brought in over 100 participants. Winter birding opportunities will continue with Tracy
Aviary.
4. Alta was a part of the International Union of Forest Research Organizations annual
conference, giving tours to over 250 visitors and sharing their vegetation management
and sustainability efforts.
5. Alta undertook a runscaping project that completed the following: collected native seeds
and planted over 3,000 native flowers; salvaged and transplanted over 2,500 plants; relaid 85% of the area with native topsoil and about 25% of the area with 20 pounds of
handpicked seed; and worked with over 40 volunteers to restore the riparian zone where
the mine overburden once laid.
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Arapahoe Basin Ski Area – Colorado
INVENTORY FY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3 (Water & Solid
Waste)
Total

MTCO2e
3,527
106
3,633

TARGET
Arapahoe Basin Ski Area will reduce
emissions by 3 percent under 2008-09
levels by 2019-20.

REDUCE
Arapahoe Basin installed a 13.5 kW solar array on the south facing roof of the new Kid's
Center. The new array generated 8.38 MWh of electricity in just five months of production.
OTHER PROGRESS
Arapahoe Basin is constantly striving to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The Basin offers a
carpooling initiative for both employees and guests. They are privileged to have bus service to
and from the mountain by the Summit Stage. Guests are encouraged to ride the bus or carpool
with a number of incentives, including significantly discounted lift tickets and reserved parking
spaces in prime locations. Employees are encouraged to ride the bus or carpool; however,
carpooling is mandatory for employees on weekends during the spring months. The Basin also
runs shuttles from employee housing and a few other central locations on these days.
Arapahoe Basin is partnering with a number of local nonprofits and conservation groups.
Arapahoe Basin’s Employee Environmental Fund benefits two conservation groups, Friends of
the Eagle’s Nest Wilderness and the Continental Divide Land Trust, with more than $2,000
donated each year. Employees have the option to donate $1 or more from each paycheck,
which the Basin matches. They also work very closely with their local conservation center, High
Country Conservation, which provides the community with sustainability solutions from
composting tips and energy audits to sustainability curriculums in local schools. Every year in
the spring Arapahoe Basin hosts the “Save Our Snow” event as a fundraiser benefitting the
conservation center.
Arapahoe Basin has integrated sustainability into all of their training and orientation materials.
There is a no-idling policy in place for all company vehicles, as well as for guests. There are
even sustainability purchasing guidelines. Arapahoe Basin is committed to walking lighter on the
planet, even in ski (and snowboard) boots!
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Aspen Skiing Company – Colorado
INVENTORY CY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3 (Water)
Total

MTCO2e
23,554
20
23,574

TARGET
Aspen Skiing Company - Aspen,
Aspen Highlands, Buttermilk,
Snowmass plus all ancillary
operations will reduce emissions by 18
percent under 2014 levels by 2020.

REDUCE
Aspen Skiing Company continues to implement projects including lighting retrofits, solar, fleet
management, and high efficiency snowmaking. The bulk of this reduction is the direct result
of continued reduction in carbon intensity for electricity.

OTHER PROGRESS
Aspen Skiing Company has reduced their CO2 footprint by 18 percent (absolute) since 2000.
They publish a sustainability report annually that discloses their environmental impacts and their
efforts to reduce their impacts. The reports can be found on the Aspen Snowmass website.
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Beaver Valley Ski Club – Ontario, Canada
INVENTORY CY 2014
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3 (Water)
Total

MTCO2e
689
10
699

TARGET
Beaver Valley Ski Club will reduce
emissions by 6 percent under 2012
levels by 2020.

REDUCE
Aspen Skiing Company continues to implement projects including lighting retrofits, solar, fleet
management, and high efficiency snowmaking. The bulk of this reduction is the direct result
of continued reduction in carbon intensity for electricity.

OTHER PROGRESS
In the past eight years, Beaver Valley Ski club has implemented many sustainability related
initiatives that have contributed to reducing the club's carbon emissions as well as awareness
and education. From eco-efficient washrooms to staff sustainability workshops, the small club
of 95 skiable acres and 775 member families works hard to serve as a local leader in climate
change reduction.

Waste management efforts, including the introduction of an organics

program, have reduced carbon emissions by 43.2MTC02E diverting 86,400lbs of garbage from
going to the landfill. This is a 6% reduction of the resorts total Greenhouse gas emissions.
Additional programs include river research and rehabilitation, sustainable forest management,
collaborations with sustainable business programs at local universities, and continuous adoption
of more efficient technology. Beaver Valley Ski club is proud to be the first Canadian resort to
participate in the Climate Challenge.
Above you will find 2014-15 results from Beaver Valley. Due to staffing constraints, Beaver
Valley was not able to submit data this year but they will be submitting next year.
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Boreal Mountain Resort & Soda Springs – California
INVENTORY FY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3 (Solid Waste)
Total

MTCO2e
1,094
91
1,185

TARGET
Boreal Ridge Corp. will reduce
emissions by 20 percent under 2014
levels by 2020.

REDUCE
Boreal Ridge Corp. implemented washable dishes in their bar, installed a snowmaking
cooling system, and upgraded the HVAC in their shop.
OTHER PROGRESS
Boreal Mountain Resort, with its parent company Powdr Corp., has worked to reduce carbon
emissions and implement energy saving strategies and procedures over the past 8 seasons.
Boreal has upgraded their snowmaking system to a 100% automatic, low-energy system, which
saves 280 tons of carbon emissions per year. They have replaced lighting systems to reduce
kilowatt hours by 50% per year, upgraded to a new LED freeway sign to save over 93% of
carbon from entering the atmosphere each season, and replaced windows and doors across the
resort to save on heating energy. Boreal is also taking on site vegetable oil from the cafeteria,
processing it into 100% bio diesel in their maintenance shop, and using it to run chairlifts during
operations. This new project aims to save 186 hours of lift electricity usage each season.
Additionally, Boreal has purchased energy credits through Renewable Choice Energy to offset
100% of the grid supplied electricity consumed at Boreal Mountain and Soda Springs Winter
Resort. The renewable energy credits total nearly 15 million kWh, which is equivalent to
removing 1,573 passenger vehicles from the road for a year. Renewable energy is used at
Boreal to power snowmaking, lodge electricity, plus all chairlifts and nightlights. Boreal also
makes environmentally friendly purchases including new construction materials and operating
supplies. Through the Protect Your Playground initiative, Boreal is encouraging community
involvement in environmental stewardship with several very exciting projects being funded in the
near future.
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Copper Mountain Ski Resort – Colorado
INVENTORY FY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3 (Solid Waste)
Total

MTCO2e
24,445
956
25,401

TARGET
Copper Mountain Ski Resort will
reduce emissions by 12,000 MTCO2e
by 2014-15.

REDUCE
Copper Mountain Ski Resort installed occupancy sensors, a wind turbine, a solar furnace, and
timers on various electrical devices. In addition, they upgraded lighting and replaced 21
computers with more energy efficient virtual desktops.
OTHER PROGRESS
Copper Mountain Ski Resort continues its commitment to conservation and to the NSAA’s
Climate Challenge. Through efforts such as recycling, composting, waste reduction,
lighting/equipment upgrades, onsite power generation, and smarter power management, they
aim to reduce their carbon footprint. Copper continues to purchase Renewable Energy Credits
to support the development of the renewable energy industry.
Within the resort, Copper has expanded their Green Team membership to include people from
all divisions within the business. This team has renewed the focus on conservation and has
begun to look at each individual department to find more conservation opportunities. The team
has uncovered opportunities from replacing heating boilers to installing timers on ski boot
dryers. The resort Green Team has been challenged to change the behavior of their employees,
guests, and community members. This effort has resulted in a substantial increase in use of
water bottle filling stations. This season 281,960 water bottles were filled, which represents a
significant reduction in the number of disposable water bottles sold at their resort. With support
from Copper’s parent company Powdr Corp., they are looking at many other opportunities to
reduce their carbon footprint.
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Crystal Mountain – Washington
INVENTORY FY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3 (Solid Waste &
Reimbursed Mileage)
Total

MTCO2e
1,011
266
1,277

TARGET
Crystal Mountain will reduce
emissions by 5 percent under 2014-15
levels by 2019-20.

REDUCE
Crystal Mountain installed a VFD, purchased new fleet vehicles, added two Tesla EV
charging stations, added one Level II charging station, purchased a Chevy Volt, hired a
recycling coordinator, replaced light fixtures with T8 bulbs, installed a new roof and insulation
in the Outdoor Maintenance building, and added an energy efficient boiler.

OTHER PROGRESS
Prior to joining the Climate Challenge, Crystal Mountain sustainability projects included:
installing CFL's and programmable thermostats in public spaces; adding 2 VFD's, upgrading
HVAC controls; replacing disposable with real dishes and silverware; coordinating demand
response with their local electric utility company ; certification in the Turfgrass Environmental
Stewardship program; providing employee education regarding public transportation, offering
"Birds of Prey" environmental programs to their guests; offering complimentary Resort Shuttle to
their guests; use of Bidding for Good for their online Donation Request process; and
construction of the first LEED certified Spa/Fitness Center in the Midwest.
Current reporting year sustainability activities at Crystal Mountain include:
1. Entered a three-year contract with Renewable Choice Energy to purchase 360,000 kWh of
Green-e Certified American Wind credits which offset the footprint of Clipper Chairlift and the
Peak/Spa, saving 522,000 lbs of CO2 annually from entering the atmosphere.
2. Partnered with the Bay Area Transportation Authority bus system to provide skiers/riders
and staff a public transportation option for traveling to the Mountain.
3. Instituted an idle smart policy for resort owned vehicles.
4. Donated 201 different outgoing staff uniforms to Sharing Warmth Around the Globe.
5. Advocated for clean energy through encouraging their elected officials, educating the
community, and testifying before the Conservative Energy Forum. In addition, Crystal
Mountain purchased electricity from Cherryland Electric Cooperative and has long
advocated to them their desire for renewable energy.
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Deer Valley Resort – Utah
INVENTORY FY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3 (Airline
Mileage)
Total

MTCO2e
9,962
464
10,426

TARGET
Deer Valley Resort will reduce solid
waste by 20 percent under 2015-16
levels by 2020-21.

REDUCE
Deer Valley Resort installed new energy efficient snowmaking equipment, upgraded indoor
lighting, and upgraded several boilers in Snow Park Lodge.
OTHER PROGRESS
1. Deer Valley continues to make energy efficiency retrofits in 100% of its existing operations.
New facilities are built with energy efficient technologies.
2. Deer Valley has implemented a no idling policy for all resort vehicles.
3. All new snow gun purchases and over 80% of existing resort snow guns have been
replaced with new technologies that reduce the use of compressed air.
4. Deer Valley offers a bus for employee transportation between the resort and the Rivers
Edge employee housing facility in Heber City. They also significantly offset the cost of
riding the UTA public transportation bus between the resort and Salt Lake City for staff.
5. Resort Lodges, the maintenance facility, and IT have comprehensive recycling programs
with about 30% of waste materials diverted from landfills. Building materials are reused.
6. Snow Park Kitchen composts all vegetable/fruit waste through Summit County's new
facility.
7. Approximately 80% of all food service flatware, dishes and other items are non-disposable.
8. Deer Valley gives to Recycle Utah and the Summit Land Conservancy. They also give to
the Park City Foundation for use in community efforts including a new position that will work
on “Save Our Snow 3” and future environmental projects. They sit on the board of Recycle
Utah as well as the board working with the Park City Foundation on “Save Our Snow”.
9. The Food & Beverage Department is firmly committed to supporting a variety of local
produce including cheese, preserves, chocolate, meat, and other purveyors. These
products become the centerpiece of resort menus and press/guests are educated about
vendors.
10. Deer Valley supports the Summit Land Conservancy through donations as well as offering
guests the opportunity to donate 1% of their purchase price of Skier Services products.
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Grand Targhee Resort – Wyoming
INVENTORY FY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3 (Solid Waste)
Total

MTCO2e
2,592
98
2,690

TARGET
Grand Targhee Resort will reduce
emissions by 2 percent under 2013-14
levels by 2020-21.

REDUCE
Grand Targhee completed a major lodge bathroom renovation with LED lights, low flow
toilets, and Dyson air blade hand dryers.
OTHER PROGRESS
Grand Targhee Resort (GTR) implemented energy saving strategies and procedures, and
reduced carbon emissions. GTR is dedicated to recycling across the resort, and now offers
recycling bins in every lodging unit at the resort. GTR diverted over 20 tons of recycling
including over 250 pounds of lift tickets. The Ski and Snowboard School decreased waste by
another 25% by replacing disposables and educating students about recycling. GTR operates
two filtered water bottle filling stations avoiding 210,000 12-ounce plastic bottles. GTR locally
advertises for the carpooling and shuttle program. The shuttle program had over 15,000 riders
this winter, 65% being employees.
GTR’s administrative consumption continues to decrease through “power down” education and
paper recycling efforts. With their “Operation Paperless” program, 60% of their employees do
not receive paper pay statements. GTR partners with Protect Our Winters to support local
projects and together have raised over $80,000.
GTR’s Lift Maintenance saw a decrease in electrical usage at all the lift terminals after installing
timers on the lift terminal, heaters, and lights. GTR installed additional motion sensor lights
throughout resort base public areas, and repaired and resealed windows and door frames.
Repairing the swimming pool resulted in a 23% reduction of water loss in the pool. GTR’s
vehicle maintenance department recycled all steel waste, reused waste motor oil when possible,
and used synthetic fluids when possible to decrease fluid changes and fluid waste.
While it is GTR’s policy to mitigate carbon emissions within its operations, the company believes
climate change must also be addressed through decreasing consumption and offering
continued climate change educational opportunities for their employees and guests.
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Jackson Hole Mountain Resort – Wyoming
INVENTORY CY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3
Total

MTCO2e
6,786
NR
6,786

TARGET
Jackson Hole Mountain Resort will
reduce Scope 1 and 2 emissions by
10 percent based on skier visitation
below 2009 baseline levels by 2015.

REDUCE
Jackson Hole implemented lighting upgrades and retrofitted a truck to run on waste
vegetable oil.
OTHER PROGRESS
Jackson Hole Mountain Resort (JHMR) has identified a “40 x 20 Energy Efficiency Goal” They
will complete the following with comparable or improved levels of service:
1. JHMR will be 40% more energy efficient with all town facilities by June 30, 2020 from fiscal
year 2006 as measured on a square foot basis.
2. All JHMR Non-START Town vehicles and equipment will be 40% more fuel efficient by June
30, 2020 from fiscal year 2006.
3. JHMR will be 20% more efficient with Town of Jackson water consumption by Town facilities
by June 30, 2020 from fiscal year 2010.
4. JHMR will divert 50% of their waste stream by June 30, 2020.
5. JHMR will be 20% more energy efficient in producing water for their service area by June
30, 2020 from fiscal year 2010.
6. JHMR will be 40% more energy efficient per gallon of wastewater treated and discharged
through their Wastewater Treatment Plant by June 30, 2020 from fiscal year 2006.
7. JHMR will maintain 100% of the electrical energy used for Town operations from renewable
energy sources.
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Jiminy Peak Mountain Resort– Massachusetts
INVENTORY FY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3 (Solid Waste)
Total

MTCO2e
4,101
294
4,395

TARGET
Jiminy Peak Mountain Resort, LLC will
reduce emissions by 7 percent under
2011-12 levels by 2019-20.

REDUCE
Jiminy Peak replaced lighting in the base area buildings and one ski trail with LED lights,
replaced 72 older, less efficient LP3 snowmaking heads with new more efficient LPX heads,
and SNOWsat Technology was installed on two grooming machines.
OTHER PROGRESS
"Ask Me about 90%" buttons are worn by all staff to encourage guests to inquire about Jiminy's
green efforts and being powered 90% by renewable energy. Staff were provided with "talking
points" to enable them to be able to answer guests’ questions regarding their renewable efforts.
Rack Cards at various point of sale locations, and lodges listing their green initiatives. Banners
placed in Welcome Center to bring to the guest’s attention their renewable energy efforts,
hopefully inspiring them to practice conservation initiatives at home.
Jiminy submitted two Golden Eagle Applications to NSAA and was chosen as a finalist. The
applications were for the Lighting Retrofit Program, the Snowgun Retrofit, and the new
SNOWsat technology installed on two of thier grooming machines.
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Killington Resort – Vermont
INVENTORY FY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3 (Solid Waste)
Total

MTCO2e
17,893
487
18,380

TARGET
Killington Resort will reduce emissions
by 5 percent under 2011-12 levels by
2014-15.

REDUCE
Killington Resort purchased low energy snowmaking equipment to reduce electricity and
diesel consumption. They also instituted recycling.

OTHER PROGRESS
Killington Resort continues to implement innovative energy conservation measures and
environmental management practices to reduce energy consumption and the effects of climate
change. Since 2008, Killington offsets most of their electricity use through the purchase of
Renewable Energy Credits (RECs), while Powdr Corp as a whole offsets more than 100%
through RECs.
Killington Resort is enrolled in the Cow Power program, a completely local form of renewable
energy made in Vermont. Staying with Vermont tradition of buying local, the K-1 Express
Gondola will be powered solely by manure from local dairy farms. In the process, this reduces
greenhouse emissions produced by cows and expands the use of the readily available,
renewable resource in Vermont.
Killington Resort is the largest private contributor to “The Bus” - The Marble Valley Regional
Transportation District. The Killington Region Transit Expansion Plan was a proactive response
to the Village Master Plan proposed in 1998 to reduce traffic impacts to the region. Current
ridership for the region exceeds 800,000 one way trips, with resort related trips exceeding
375,000, of which 75,000 are commuter and employee related - which continues to increase
each year. The combined efforts of the state, the resort and regional business supports the
nearly a $1 million operating budget of "The Bus". The objective is to reduce the dependence on
the automobile, drastically reducing emissions in the region and to creating a pedestrian friendly
village that is contiguous to the surrounding community.
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Mammoth & June Mountain – California
INVENTORY FY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3
Total

MTCO2e
11,438
NR
11,438

TARGET
Mammoth and June Mountain will
reduce Greenhouse gas emissions
per skier visit by 1 percent per year.

REDUCE
Mammoth and June Mountain implemented lighting retrofits in various locations throughout
the ski area and also purchased energy-efficient snowmaking guns.
OTHER PROGRESS
Environmental Footprint:
1. Mammoth Mountain Ski Area (MMSA) and June Mountain Ski Area (JMSA) installed

SNOWsat on four snowcats to optimize vehicle routes, reduce fuel consumption, and
optimize the use of their snowmaking guns. Motion sensors and timers were installed on
lights and heaters. They added two Tesla electric vehicle charging stations. MMSA and
JMSA continue to have an idle Free Policy for all company vehicles. Diesel Particulate
Filters were added to two of their buses to reduce particulate pollution.
2. MMSA joined a third party recycling program allowing for more recycling locations. Bear

proof recycling containers allows them to provide more outside locations for their guests.
3. They switched their bottled beverages to a PlantBottle, saving the equivalent of 4 MTCO2e.

Their Food Bank reduces food waste and allows for us to reuse plastic grocery bags.
4. They provide paperless paychecks along with paperless payroll deductions for their staff.
5. An MMSA’s venue received a Water District award for reducing water usage by 77%.

MMSA’s Golf course is watered with 100% reclaimed water.
Environmental Education and Habitat Conservation:
1. Naturalists are available to guests for additional education. The summer camps put on by

MMSA utilize the facility to educate the next generation. They provide in-kind summer
housing for interns working on trial restoration, interpretive programs, and managerial
training.
2. They are supporters of the Yosemite Conservancy, UCSB Eastern Sierra Reserve, and

Mono Lake Committee. They are member of the Sierra Club, the Wilderness Society, POW,
and the Eastern Sierra Land Trust. MMSA, founding member of the High Sierra Energy
Foundation, develops energy efficiency and renewable resources in Mammoth Lakes and
the High Sierra.
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Mt. Bachelor – Oregon
INVENTORY FY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3 (Solid Waste)
Total

MTCO2e
5,618
101
5,719

TARGET
Mt. Bachelor will reduce emissions by
3,000 MTCO2e below 2011-12 by
2014-15.

REDUCE
Mt. Bachelor did not list any reduction projects.
OTHER PROGRESS
Mt. Bachelor offers carpooling incentivized VIP parking. Cars carrying four or more people were
given access to a free section of VIP parking. Mt. Bachelor also offers a shuttle through a
partnership with Cascades East Transit (CET) to connect Mt. Bachelor with bus service
throughout Central Oregon. This service has reduced more than seven million pounds of
greenhouse gases annually by decreasing the number of cars going to and from the resort. Mt.
Bachelor shuttles have diverted 1.7 million employee and guest vehicle miles from the road last
season.
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Mt. Hood Meadows – Oregon
INVENTORY FY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3 (Solid Waste &
Reimbursed Mileage)
Total

MTCO2e
2,425
112
2,537

TARGET
Mt. Hood Meadows will reduce
emissions by 6 percent below 2010-11
levels by 2019-20.

REDUCE
Mt. Hood Meadows permanently adopted a food waste composting program.
OTHER PROGRESS
Mt. Hood Meadows continues to successfully improve the adoption of sustainability as a
company core value. In a low snow year such 2015, it is easy to reduce emissions. It is when
systems are tested and pushed to their limits that present the real challenge. The lull in
business allowed Mt. Hood Meadows to focus on further developing their compost program, to
increase opportunities for waste diversion, and to emphasize the mantra “responsible use of
resources.” Their advocacy in the climate action realm was greatly advanced as well.
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Pico Mountain – Vermont
INVENTORY FY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3 (Solid Waste)
Total

MTCO2e
1,867
19
1,886

TARGET
Pico Mountain will reduce emissions
by 5 percent under 2011-12 levels by
2014-15.

REDUCE
Pico Mountain purchased low energy snowmaking equipment and instituted recycling.
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Snowbird Ski and Summer Resort – Utah
INVENTORY FY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3 (Solid Waste)
Total

MTCO2e
17,369
1,038
18,407

TARGET
Snowbird Ski and Summer Resort will
return to 2013-14 emissions levels by
the year 2025 despite the addition of
new facilities, lifts, and infrastructure
and an expected increase in visitation.

REDUCE
Snowbird completed lighting upgrades to LEDs in the east wing of the Cliff Lodge and
installed water bottle filling stations on two water fountains in the Snowbird Center.
OTHER PROGRESS
This year marked the 25th anniversary of the Little Cottonwood Canyon Clean-Up in conjunction
with the Utah Department of Transportation’s “Adopt a Highway Program.” Many Snowbird
employees volunteered to help clean up Little Cottonwood Canyon on June 2, 2015. Free Tshirts, prizes, and a BBQ were included in appreciation of volunteers’ efforts. The overall
message encouraged by Snowbird was: “Little Cottonwood Canyon is one of the coolest and
most unique places in the world. Everyone who works, utilizes, and lives in this canyon is proud
of that fact. Let’s keep our canyon clean and beautiful for all to enjoy!”
Snowbird provided alternative transportation options for both employees and guests including:
UTA bus passes to all season passholders and employees; encouraging carpooling with carpool
only parking spaces; and employee incentive programs such as monthly drawings for gift cards
for employees who carpool or take the bus. Snowbird also funded two extra UTA buses during
holiday weekends and increased the number of Rideshare shuttles available for employees.
Snowbird has about 60,000 employee commuter round trips (up and down) in the canyon each
winter. In the 2014/15 season, they had about 4,700 Canyon Transportation round trips, 13,000
Ride Share round trips, and 27,000 UTA riders round trips, with approximately 30% being
employee riders, for about 8,200 trips. This totals 25,900 round trips, conservatively 40-45% of
employees used an alternative transit option in the 2014/15 winter.
In March, Snowbird created a new position and hired Hilary Arens as the Director of Water
Resources & Environmental Programs. Over the next year, efforts to decrease carbon
emissions at Snowbird will be one of her main objectives.
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Squaw Valley & Alpine Meadows – California
INVENTORY CY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3
Total

MTCO2e
12,138
NR
12,138

TARGET
Squaw Valley/Alpine Meadows will
reduce emissions by 10 percent under
2014 levels by 2020.

REDUCE
Alpine Meadows installed five new high efficiency snow guns and Squaw Valley replaced
metal halide lights with LEDs in the Squaw Valley Vehicle Building.
OTHER PROGRESS
Last November, Squaw Valley introduced the POW Climate Cabin to their Funitel lineup. In the
cabin there are seven snowflake stickers that list the POW Seven Pledge. They wanted to
capitalize on the 10-minute ride to Upper Mountain and start the conversation on climate
change.
The other climate awareness project was a special feature wall at the new Patagonia Store in
Squaw Valley's Village that was a combined effort amongst the resort, Patagonia, and Protect
Our Winters. This wall is a permanent installation that is dedicated to raising awareness on
Climate Change for all walk through the store's doors. The wall features a section with rotating
news articles on climate change and the environment. A section is dedicated to some basic
facts on Climate Change, CO2 emissions, and how climate change is affecting their winters and
Squaw's localized efforts. Another section of the wall is devoted to POW and Patagonia's
athletes and their advocacy efforts for new legislation to help fight climate change; stricter laws
on large carbon polluters and advocating for more renewable energy sources.
They also implemented a new waste reduction program, Drink Mountain Tap, that eliminated all
sales of single-use bottled water and installed over 24 new water refill and drinking stations.
Primarily a waste reduction project, this program will also reduce indirect carbon emissions from
eliminating the transportation emissions generated in the shipment of bottled water to the
resorts.
They launched POW Parking, a carpool initiative that offers free premium parking at both
resorts for guests who carpool to the resort with four or more people. If just 20% of their top ten
zip codes with the highest concentration of pass holders carpooled each trip, they would see a
reduction of 758 MTCO2e, equivalent to driving 1.8 million miles or powering 104 homes for an
entire year!
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Steamboat Ski & Resort Corp.– Colorado
INVENTORY CY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3 (Solid Waste)
Total

MTCO2e
13,666
538
14,204

TARGET
Steamboat Ski & Resort Corp. will
reduce emissions by 5 percent under
2014 levels by 2020.

REDUCE
Steamboat Ski & Resort Corp. installed a new HVAC system for the Lower Gondola Building
and also installed an airlock door in the slope-side ski shop.
OTHER PROGRESS
The Steamboat Ski & Resort Corp. is pursuing a long range plan and installation program for
electric vehicle charging stations throughout the resort.
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Stratton - Vermont
INVENTORY FY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3 (Solid Waste)
Total

MTCO2e
9,344
434
9,778

TARGET
Stratton will reduce emissions by 10
percent under 2013-14 levels by 201617.

REDUCE
Stratton implemented Phase 2 of their Energy Monitoring software and resort awareness
program, calibrated and tested the temperature sensors on the decks and village with
Radiant Heat, implemented front of house composting in the Main Base Lodge, and reduced
gasoline use of highway vehicles.
OTHER PROGRESS
This past year Stratton focused on fine tuning their energy monitoring software, rolling
improvements out to managers and building owners and uploading old data so that they could
start to make comparisons to previous years.
The next step was to train building owners and select managers on how to use the program.
This was done with their software representative and their Efficiency Vermont representative.
Every week the managers and building owners received an automated email that provided a
screen shot of their buildings energy consumption. They could quickly look to see if there were
any anomalies and if so, use the software to investigate further. Lastly, the software’s
dashboard (which is a simple 7-day heat map) is reviewed by their Mountain Operations team
on a weekly basis. This has sparked great discussions and kept energy consumption on the
forefront of everyone’s mind.
The energy monitoring software was a topic in Stratton’s orientation program to educating
employees about their sub metering and how they can help to reduce energy consumption.
They provided examples for them to see how much of an impact leaving the lights on in the
indoor pool area overnight can have.
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Sugarbush – Vermont
INVENTORY FY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3 (Solid Waste)
Total

MTCO2e
4,115
218
4,333

TARGET
Sugarbush will reduce emissions by 5
percent under 2011-12 levels by 201415.

REDUCE
Sugarbush completed snowmaking upgrades, resort-wide lighting upgrades, reduced solid
waste production, and upgraded refrigeration.
OTHER PROGRESS
Sugarbush is entrusted with the stewardship of lands in the beautiful Green Mountains of
Vermont. They promote resource conservation, recycling, habitat protection, and environmental
education. It is their responsibility to contribute to the Valley economy and be a good civic
partner in promoting activities that enrich the community and preserve its natural environment.
Resource Conservation - Sugarbush encourages their guests and employees to recycle,
purchase goods produced with recycled content, turn out lights, and reuse towels and linens.
They have implemented lighting, motor, snowmaking, and efficiency upgrades in their buildings
and equipment saving 1,990,142 kWh since 2008. Sugarbush supports the Mad Bus, a free
public transit system that provides winter bus service to the Mad River Valley.
Recycling - Sugarbush actively recycles and composts; from the parking lots to the top of the
mountain, recycling opportunities are everywhere. Simply ask their staff, “Where can I recycle
this?”
Habitat Protection - Sugarbush strives to operate in harmony with the local wildlife they share
the land with. This goal is reflected in their sensitive use of the Slide Brook Basin, timber
management plans, water quality plans, and vegetation management plan.
Environmental Education - Sugarbush has a variety of educational initiatives that emphasize
local wildlife and conservation including the environmental curriculum woven into their summer
camp programs, winter ski/ride, and snowshoe programs. They host annual employee resort
green-up and commuter challenge events, and targeted invasive species control projects.
Employee Involvement - The Safety Environment & Wellness committee looks for ways to
improve resource conservation, recycling, habitat protection, and environmental education
efforts.
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Taos Ski Valley – New Mexico
INVENTORY CY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3
Total

MTCO2e
2,780
NR
2,780

TARGET
Taos Ski Valley will reduce emissions
by 20 percent under 2014 levels by
2020.

REDUCE
Taos Ski Valley installed four high efficiency inverter duty motors with VFDs, added a VFD to
an existing motor, and expanded their fleet of high efficiency snowmaking guns.
OTHER PROGRESS
During the 2015-2016 winter season, Taos Ski Valley implemented a variety of sustainability
initiatives that reduced its impact on the environment while improving the overall employee and
guest experience. The ski valley refined its guests’ dining experience by offering organic, locally
sourced foods and reducing its use of pre-packaged, frozen foods. In its base area and onmountain facilities, it retrofitted lighting systems and installed water bottle refilling stations. The
recycling program was reviewed and improved to encourage more recycling. On the mountain,
the ski valley pursued thinning projects in partnership with the US Forest Service and The
Nature Conservancy that expanded skiable terrain while improving and protecting the vital
watershed.
To improve its guests’ travel experience and public transportation offerings, Taos Ski Valley
expanded its airport shuttle service and started a free ride share program. For its employees, it
started a free shuttle that took an average of 125 vehicles off the road every day during the
2015-16 season, thus preventing 22,000 round trips and 299 metric tons of CO 2, and saving
33,000 gallons of fuel.
Taos Ski Valley has mobilized its staff base to encourage sustainability. Two staff positions
were added specifically devoted to sustainability projects. This led to the creation of the “Green
Team”— a group of employees dedicated to aiding sustainability projects throughout the resort.
“We are incredibly committed to mitigating the effects of climate change on our operations and
are thrilled that our hard work is paying off, as seen by our strong results and recognition,” said
CEO Gordon Briner. “As Taos Ski Valley continues its ongoing renovations in the base area and
improvements to the mountain and facilities, sustainability is at the forefront of our plans.” The
new Blake Hotel, slated to open in late fall of 2016, will be LEED certified, with ground source
heat pumps and other energy-saving technologies. The ski valley also plans to construct an
automobile-free base village plan and an improved water system and water treatment facility.
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Telluride Ski Resort – Colorado
INVENTORY CY 2015
Scope 1 & 2 (Req)
Scope 3
Total

MTCO2e
11,590
NR
11,590

TARGET
Telluride Ski Resort will reduce
emissions by 5 percent below 2011
levels by 2016.

REDUCE
Telluride Ski Resort implemented company-wide light retrofits, replaced snowmaking guns
and lines, and replaced fiberglass trail signs with locally-made, handcrafted wood signs.
OTHER PROGRESS
Telluride Ski Resort is committed to improving their practices in order to create a more
sustainable environment for themselves and their community.

1. Every year Telluride replaces old snowmaking guns and snowmaking lines with more
efficient technology. They use air/water guns that cut down on energy and water use
significantly. They added 20 new guns in 2015; their largest project for sustainability.

2. Telluride is continuing to implement a lighting retrofit company-wide. Most bulbs were 60 W
and have been switched to 11 W. All retail, hospitality, food and beverage, and office
locations will use more efficient lighting once the project is complete.

3. Fiberglass trail signs fade and break frequently. Telluride has replaced all fiberglass signs
with locally-made, handcrafted wood signs that can be more easily repaired rather than
replaced.
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3.6 NEXT STEPS FOR THE CHALLENGE
The Climate Challenge continues to
grow with new Challengers participating
each year.
As always, the Challengers continued to
collect data across their organizations,
implement an emission reduction project,
and many engaged management and
staff

in

setting

a

reduction

target.

Meanwhile, the Challenge program has
sought to provide the best support to POW Ambassadors, Jeremy Jones and Forrest Shearer,
Challengers as they undertake these getting ready to load the Climate Cabin at Squaw
tasks. Support from the Sustainable Valley.
Slopes Grant Program to individual challengers has helped reduce carbon emissions as well.
As the Challenge enters its sixth year, Challengers and the program each will continue to seek
to improve and grow. For example, there are four new Challengers participating in 2016. The
quality of information collected for inventories will also continue to improve, awareness of the
target will increase, and reduction projects will be a more integral aspect of the planning and
budgeting process for Challengers. Additionally, Brendle Group will incorporate more advanced
benchmarking into the program this year. This means Challengers will have the ability to track
their emissions relative to the size of their operations, as opposed to just the total amount of
their emissions. These are helpful metrics for Challengers to follow over time as the ski areas
grow or operations change. This has the additional benefit of allowing Challengers to
benchmark their operations with other Challengers, and improve recognition for activities.
To boost media presence of both the Climate Challenge and the amazing efforts the
Challengers are making towards climate emissions reductions, Brendle Group will have student
interns when available to help resorts market their efforts through social media outlets.
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4.0 ECONOMICS OF SUSTAINABILITY
Economic Analysis of Ski Area Sustainability
NSAA includes sustainability-related questions in the NSAA Economic Analysis of United States
Ski Areas survey with an eye toward exploring the link between investing in sustainability and a
resort’s bottom line. This year’s (2015/16) Economic Analysis survey results will not be released
until mid-October. NSAA will amend this Annual Report at that time to include the latest data on ski
area sustainability efforts. Here is background on the first two years of data gathered on the
economics of sustainability.
Background
More than 75 percent of NSAA member resorts now have some kind of sustainability effort
underway. While there is plenty of data available on individual capital projects and how they result
in financial benefits for ski areas, from lighting retrofits to efficiencies in lift operations and
snowmaking upgrades, what did not exist until recently was data on the aggregated benefits of
comprehensive sustainability programs to the financial balance sheet of ski areas.
NSAA looked for help on this data collection and analysis effort from two long-time consultants to
the ski industry – sustainability consulting firm Brendle Group and market research firm RRC
Associates.

In reviewing the first year’s data, they found a positive correlation between

sustainability and profit, and a message of lost opportunity for the shrinking pool of ski areas
without sustainability programs. NSAA has permanently incorporated sustainability questions into
its longstanding survey for the Economic Analysis of Unites States Ski Areas, so we can all look
forward to years of forthcoming data on this important subject.
Survey Questions
Below are the questions included in the Economic Analysis survey.
Sustainability Measures. In the last 2 years, has your resort invested in any of the following
sustainability efforts? (PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY; LIST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE)
[ ] Renewable Energy Generation: Installed renewable energy on-site (if yes, please list
system(s) type (e.g., solar, wind, hydro) and size in kW):
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__________________________________________________________
[ ] Existing Buildings: Implemented energy retrofits in existing buildings (if yes, please
estimate kWh/year energy savings):
_________________________________________________________________
[ ] New Construction: Implemented sustainability into new construction or major
renovations
[ ] Snowmaking Efficiency: Invested in energy or water efficiency improvements in your
snowmaking operations (if yes, please estimate kWh/year in energy and kGal/year in
water savings):
________________________________________________________________________
[ ] Lift modernization: Added new lifts or replacement lifts with higher efficiency
[ ] Lift operations: Implemented energy retrofits in existing operations – heating timers
and controls, waste heat recovery, etc.
[ ] Utility Energy Management: Implemented measures to improve electric power quality
or reliability, manage peak load/demand costs, or change rate structures for costsavings
[ ] Fleets and Grooming: Invested in equipment fuel efficiency or alternative fuels
[ ] Food and Beverage: Made improvements to green purchasing, waste reduction,
recycling or composting programs
[ ] Marketing and Sustainable Brand:

Incorporated sustainability into branding or

customer communications
[ ] Accounting: Completed a greenhouse gas inventory
[ ] Other: (please specify):
________________________________________________________________________
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[ ] HR: What is the estimated level of staffing allocated to your sustainability efforts, in
full-time equivalent (FTE) across all departments? (0, <1, 1, 2 or more):
________________________________________________________________________

In total, 115 ski areas responded to the question in year one.

In addition to collecting this

information, Brendle Group compiled first costs and annual cost savings from actual representative
projects implemented across ski resorts. Projects were then aggregated into program areas to
show financial impacts to various aspects of ski area operations. Aggregation also allowed the
team to bundle together smaller projects such as lighting upgrades—a very common practice
across the ski industry—that in isolation would not register on company financials.
Additional Data
While calculating the costs and savings for direct sustainability projects such as energy or watersaving measures is generally understood and accepted, factoring in indirect costs and benefits—
from sustainability-oriented marketing and messaging or human resources, for example—required
a different approach. The team therefore made some key assumptions, projecting that if a ski
resort implemented comprehensive sustainability programs across a majority of the 11 program
areas, it could legitimately build an authentic sustainability marketing campaign to increase
revenues. Increased total ski area revenues were conservatively estimated at 1 percent
improvement (compared to 10 percent measured for other industries) with a cost estimate of 5
percent of incremental marketing dollars directed to sustainability in order to achieve these top-line
gains. For human resources, the team evaluated the impacts of sustainability on reducing
employee attrition and increasing productivity, estimating annual savings of approximately $57,000
with no up-front implementation costs.
Assessing the Business Potential
With a look at project-level financials completed, the team then began to look at sustainability
performance impacts at the scale of a whole ski area and its income statement. The Sustainability
Advantage, a book written by business sustainability thought leader Bob Willard, served as a
cross-reference for the team’s research. Willard’s book—reflecting his deep dive into the financials
of companies as well as his own 34-year career as a senior executive with IBM—shows that if a
typical company were to implement best practice sustainability approaches already being used by
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many leading-edge companies, it could improve its profit by 51 to 81 percent over three to five
years while avoiding a potential 16 to 36 percent erosion of profits.
Willard’s methodology includes a model he developed to calculate the savings a business could
realize from its sustainability initiatives over a five-year period with a focus on seven key factors—
from reduced expenses due to energy efficiency to reduced hiring and attrition expenses from
greater employee retention. By entering company financial data, the model can produce estimated
savings to both a company’s bottom-line costs and top-line revenue from implementing
sustainability practices.
The team adjusted Willard’s model to more accurately reflect the ski industry, both removing
variables with little relevance to the industry and lowering default values for expected savings to
estimated savings built bottom-up from the data compiled across program areas. The model was
then loaded with financial performance data reported in RRC’s 2011-12 Economic Analysis of U.S.
Ski Areas, which also allowed for the team to segment and evaluate data by region and by ski area
size.
The team also examined the sustainability programs and activities of all 115 ski areas participating
in the Economic Analysis and created a sustainability “performance index score” to rate the
sustainability performance of each area. The team scoured available information from NSAA and
web research—from energy programs and projects to fleets, food and beverage, marketing, and
human resources—to document the performance of more than 215 ski areas that together
represent more than 70 percent of annual skier visits in the U.S. The sustainability performance
index score was then matched to the 115 ski areas that participated in NSAA’s annual Economic
Analysis survey.
Ski areas were grouped into three performance levels based on their sustainability index score.
Those with little to no active sustainability program were assigned “green circles,” those with some
activity “blue squares,” and the highest performers “black diamonds.” From here, RRC was able to
analyze financial performance at the company income statement level.
Initial Year Results
Willard’s sustainability advantage model—adjusted to fit the ski industry, tempered with
conservative estimates of potential benefits, and loaded with industry economic performance data
from 2011 to 2012—showed that ski areas could realize at least a 2 percent increase in profit in the
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first year after initiating a comprehensive sustainability program, with increasing profits in years two
through five as the result of the accumulation of sustainability benefits. Based on ski area financial
data broken out by region, some regions could see greater profit increases than that.
When comparing the 2011-12 financial performance data to the sustainability performance index of
ski areas (green circles, blue squares, black diamonds), the findings were somewhat mixed likely
due to a range of other financial factors, as well as ski area size and geography. One trend,
however, did emerge: Overall, those ski areas rated as “blue squares” in the sustainability
performance index—or those with active sustainability but not leading-edge sustainability
programs—had the highest operating profit at 25.6 percent, followed by “black diamond” at 21.8
percent. The areas rated as “green circles” realized the lowest operating profit at 19 percent,
compared to an overall average across all three levels of 23.1 percent.
Why did the “black diamond” sustainability performers not exceed the “blue squares” in financial
performance? There may be several factors at play. First, because the study only included one
year of financial data, it’s possible that the highest performers are taking on more ambitious
projects that won’t result in near-term outcomes but could have long-term benefits. Second,
leading-edge sustainability performers are likely more inclined to look past short-term financial
returns when picking high-profile, legacy sustainability projects. Third, the black diamond group
comprises much larger ski areas with an average of $38.6 million in revenue and $8.4 million in
operating profit, affording them a greater financial base from which to invest in sustainability
projects. See http://www.nsaa.org/environment/sustainable-slopes/ for detailed information on year
one results from this study.

2014/2015 Results
During the 2014/15 season, NSAA again collected data on investment in sustainability through the
Economic Analysis. 108 resorts responded to the survey in year two of data collection.
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The numbers for 2014/15 showed that many ski areas had invested in sustainability efforts.
Briefly, as the chart above reflects, the most common improvements in the past two seasons at
ski areas are related to food & beverage (44 percent of responding areas indicate they have
made improvement in this department), utility energy management (35 percent), snowmaking
efficiency (34 percent), marketing/sustainable brand (32 percent), improvement to existing
buildings (28 percent), HR (28 percent), and fleets/grooming (24 percent). On the other hand,
33 percent of ski areas did not make any improvements in the past two seasons.

Also in 2014/15, Brendle Group awarded Stevens Pass Ski Area with the Chief Financial
Officer’s Sustainability Return on Investment Grant, which provided the resort with in-kind
consulting services focused on analyzing and validating the financial impact of the resort’s
sustainability efforts. The results of the Stevens Pass project were reported in the Convention
2015 Issue of the NSAA Journal (“Skiing and Sustainability: A Perfect Pair”), along with similar
findings from Alta Ski Areas and Taos Ski Valley that demonstrate how investments into
sustainability are paying off in myriad ways.
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Looking to the Future
This year’s data wil be available mid-October and will be incorporated into this report at that time.
Beyond the financial results, what’s telling about the overall results is that more than 75 percent of
all ski areas have some form of sustainability program in place—a statistic that doesn’t bode well
for the fewer than 25 percent of ski areas that are sustainability laggards. Simple and effective
changes could lead these ski areas to significant financial, risk reduction, brand image, and other
benefits.
The results of this study also show significant promise on correlating sustainability and improved
financial performance across the ski industry, and helping ski areas benefit from both. NSAA plans
to conduct an in-depth analysis of the data, such as that done in year one, every five years to
gauge progress. With more data available down the road, NSAA can examine sustainability
benefits to a greater extent, as well as to dig deeper into the expense side of the equation,
including energy and snowmaking cost differences. NSAA will continue to report on the economics
of sustainability data collected in future years through the Economic Analysis and this Sustainable
Slopes Annual Report.
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5.0 CONTRIBUTIONS OF P ARTNERING ORG ANIZ ATIONS
NSAA would like to thank and recognize our partners in Sustainable Slopes – old and new – for
their contributions to this important program.
Audubon International
Audubon International is a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) environmental
education organization dedicated to providing people with the
education and assistance they need to practice responsible
management of land, water, wildlife, and other natural resources,
thus leading to more sustainable communities. To meet this mission, the organization provides
training, services, and a set of award-winning environmental education and certification
programs for individuals, organizations, properties, new developments, and entire communities.
The organization has been in existence for over 25 years and has helped over 3,000 facilities
and communities across the world work toward certification. AI presently administers four
distinct programs, the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary Program (ACSP), the Signature
Program, the Green Lodging Program, and the Sustainable Communities Program. The most
widely known program (and largest by membership) is the ACSP. The ACSP is an education
and certification program that helps organizations and businesses protect our environment while
enhancing their bottom line. The "plan-do-check-act" approach of the program offers information
and guidance to implement an environmental management plan that improves efficiency,
conserves resources, and promotes conservation efforts. AI awards certification to publicly
recognize and reward the environmental achievements and leadership of ACSP members. The
ACSP for Golf Courses is a widely recognized and highly-regarded education and certification
program that helps protect our environment and preserve the natural heritage of the game of
golf. The ACSP and other AI programs serve as valuable resources by facilitating the
conservation and restoration of wildlife habitat, enhancing environmental health, improving
economic efficiency by reducing operating costs, minimizing potentially harmful impacts of
management

operations,

and

providing

facilities

and

communities

with

valuable

communications and marketing tools.

NSAA is thrilled to have AI as a Partnering Organization in Sustainable Slopes. NSAA looks
forward to working with AI to achieve our common goal of advancing sustainable natural
resource management on ski area and resort properties.
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NSAA and the
endorsing resorts

Brendle Group
Brendle Group is an environmentally focused engineering consulting firm
that leads by example, inspiring and empowering people to make

are fortunate to

thoughtful choices about the resources they use and helping them create

have outside

realistic road maps for sustainability. Founded in Fort Collins, Colorado in

organizations

1996, Brendle Group serves clients nationwide, leveraging the strength of
what its clients do well with their sincere desire to do more for people,

playing a key role
in Sustainable

profit, and planet. Brendle Group has consulted on NSAA’s Sustainable
Slopes program for over a decade.

Slopes.
In its 20 years of business, Brendle Group has completed hundreds of
projects and assessments for a wide range of clients. Brendle Group has
developed sustainability management systems and plans for governments
and businesses, measured systematic and site-specific greenhouse gas
emissions and developed climate action plans, helped clients reduce their energy and water
use, and contributed to leading-edge sustainable design projects. Brendle’s clients range from
federal and state government agencies to cities, counties, multi-stakeholder groups, non-profit
organizations, industry associations and businesses. We're known for our ability to form
strategic partnerships and collaborations to tackle projects of any size, working with clients
nationwide.

CLIF Bar & Co.
Clif Bar & Company crafts nutritious and organic food to feed and inspire
adventure. Family and employee-owned, the company is committed to
sustaining its people, brands, business, community and the planet. CLIF Bar
has partnered with NSAA on climate change since 2004 and sponsors the
Grant Program. For more information, please visit www.clifbar.com, or check
them out on Facebook www.facebook.com/clifbar Twitter
www.twitter.com/clifbar and Instagram www.instagram.com/clifbarcompany.
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Forest Stewardship Council
The Forest Stewardship Council is a third-party certifier of forest
products. FSC certifies responsibly managed forests so that consumers
can have confidence that wood and paper products carrying the FSC logo
come from well-managed forests. In addition to building materials, FSC certifies the types of
paper products that the ski areas depend on, from trail maps and brochures to paper plates. In
furtherance of achieving the goals identified for ski areas in the Sustainable Slopes Charter,
NSAA is partnering with the Forest Stewardship Council to advance sustainable practices at ski
areas.

FSC works with the Sustainable Slopes program incorporate information on the benefits of
using FSC-certified products as means of fulfilling the Principles of the Sustainable Slopes
Charter. FSC also works with NSAA to educate ski areas about FSC-certified products.
Both NSAA and FSC are committed to working together to improve the environmental
sustainability of resort operations. We both recognize that the long-term sustainability of natural
resources is essential to maintaining the quality of the recreation experience for resort visitors.

HKD Snowmakers
HKD Snowmakers is a long-standing family run business
founded in 1991. HKD was born of the fundamental need for ski
resort operators to ensure quality, cost effective snow coverage for their customers. Herman
Dupré, of Seven Springs in Pennsylvania, recognized that the success of his resort was directly
connected to a dependable snow surface. He was determined to find a more efficient and
economical method to produce snow.
In 1973, Mr. Dupré applied for the first of his many snowmaking patents. Over the next
seventeen years, he continued to experiment and improve upon this nascent technology. In
1990, all the science, research, and testing resulted in a snowgun that was ready for wider
release. Mr. Dupré partnered with his son in-law Charles Santry and daughter Anni to form
Snow Economics / HKD Snowmakers in 1991. Their first product, the "HKD Standard" became
the most transformative snow gun used by resorts industrywide. Ian Jarrett, a college friend of
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Charles', joined the company in 1992 as Vice President. "HKD" has now become synonymous
with low energy tower guns. In 2011 HKD merged with Turbocristal, a fan snowgun
manufacturer with a strong team of engineers and manufacturing personal headquartered in
Quebec City, Canada. This combination added management expertise, supplemented the
product line with the HKD Turbo Fan, and increased engineering and R&D capabilities. HKD
has sponsored the Sustainable Slopes Grant program since 2010 through the donation of SV10 high efficiency snowmaking guns to derserving resorts.
Ultra-Tech Lighting

Ultra-Tech Lighting, LLC, based in Closter, New Jersey, manufactures, distributes, and installs
magnetic induction lighting products, light emitting diodes, and alternative fixtures around the
globe. The company also provides technical consulting services. New to the Sustainable Slopes
Grant Program this year, Ultra-Tech Lighting will offer a grant of ten (10) Snow-Bright™ fixtures
to a deserving ski area. Snow-Bright™ is a unique magnetic induction lighting line specifically
designed to illuminate ski slopes, tubing parks, cross country skiing areas, and other snow
recreation facilities. Snow-Bright provides a better night skiing and riding experience for resort
customers while answering the call for sustainability and economy. Snow-Bright™ fixtures are
uncompromising on performance and quality with 5-year/50,000 hour warranties and expected
life cycles exceeding 100,000 hours; 11 years operating 24 hours x 365 days per year. Resort
operators can save up to 60% on electricity consumption over high intensity discharge (HID)
and high pressure sodium (HPS) lights. Snow-Bright is more than energy efficient lighting.
While saving up to 85% over conventional lighting in operating electricity, Snow-Bright also
substantially reduces “in-rush” current associated with electricity demand charges. This can
save shave enormous amounts off total energy bills. Its silent ballasts are safe for bats and
canines and its light spectrum will not disturb nocturnal wildlife. Ultra-Tech Lighting looks
forward to playing a significant role in ski industry sustainability.
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NSAA would also like to recognize the Partnering Organizations that have helped us advance
the Sustainable Slopes Program at some time over the past decade. These Partnering
Organizations include:
Board of Teton County Commissioners

Bonneville Environmental Foundation

Colorado Department of Public Health & Environment

Conservation Law Foundation

Leave No Trace, Inc.

The Mountain Institute

National Fish and Wildlife Foundation

National Park Service

NRDC

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation

Trust for Public Land

U.S. Department of Energy

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

U.S. Forest Service

Wildlife Habitat Council
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NSAA Announces 2016 Sustainable Slopes Grant Winners
Funds Target Carbon Emission Reductions, Snowmaking Improvements
and Climate Adaptation at U.S. Ski Areas
LAKEWOOD, Colo., May 9, 2016—The National Ski Areas Association (NSAA) today named two
member ski areas as the recipients of its annual Sustainable Slopes Grant Program: Crystal Mountain,
Michigan and Taos Ski Valley, New Mexico.

Crystal Mountain received a cash grant for an LED lighting project in its day visitor lot that is used yearround by guests and employees. The use of LED lighting results in a significant reduction in carbon
emissions and also lowers energy and maintenance costs. Crystal Mountain estimates that the LED
fixtures will save 7,000 kWh annually - a reduction of approximately 4.9 tons of CO2. Crystal Mountain is a
participant in ski industry’s Climate Challenge (see www.nsaa.org/environment/climate-change/), and this
project will help the ski area meet its goal of reducing MTCO2e emissions for the next several years.
“Energy resiliency initiatives have been a particular focus of Crystal Mountain as they represent an
opportunity to mitigate impact both environmentally and fiscally, and this grant undoubtedly will help us
move toward our goal of greater energy efficiency and resiliency,” says Brian Lawson, Director of Public
Relations for Crystal Mountain. Crystal Mountain’s $5,000 grant was made possible by a generous
donation from CLIF® Bar, based in California. Crystal Mountain’s $5,000 grant was made possible by a
generous donation from CLIF® Bar, based in California. CLIF Bar has contributed to the Sustainable
Slopes grant program for seven years running. “As a company focused on maintaining climate neutral
business operations, we are pleased to support ski area projects making a positive impact on climate,”
says Bryan Cole, Sr. Sports Marketing Manager at CLIF Bar & Company.

Massachusetts-based HKD Snowmakers awarded a high-efficiency snowmaking grant to Taos Ski
Valley, also a participant in the Climate Challenge.

The ski area will receive five high-efficiency

snowmaking guns from HKD Snowmakers, a total value of $23,000. Taos has made great strides in
improving the efficiency of its snowmaking system over the past five years, including purchasing lowenergy HKD snow guns and upgrading to premium-efficiency, variable-frequency electric motors and
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drives. “The HKD Low-Energy guns will improve our efficiency even more, enable us to move more water
more consistently, and help us avoid use of high-energy guns when it is cold,” says Jordan Osterman,
Sustainability Specialist with Taos Ski Valley. “We at HKD are thrilled to support Taos in participating in
the Climate Challenge and meeting their goal through the use of our energy-efficient Impulse
snowmaking equipment,” said Charles Santry, president of HKD Snowmakers.
New this year, all participants in the ski industry’s Climate Challenge program will receive the benefits of
an in-kind climate adaptation consulting services grant. Brendle Group, a Colorado-based sustainability
engineering firm, will provide the services with a value of $5,000 to help the ski area assess and respond
to potential vulnerabilities and risks due to a changing climate by providing education and tools through
the Climate Challenge program.

“The Climate Challengers are deserving of this award for their

willingness to lead by example in addressing and preparing for climate change,” said Brendle Group
president, Judy Dorsey.

Since its inception in 2009, the Sustainable Slopes Grant Program has awarded $118,500 in cash grants
and $321,000 in in-kind grants, for a total of $439,000 in support of resort sustainability projects. Past
winners of the Sustainable Slopes grants include Alpine Meadows, Calif.; Alta Ski Area, Utah; Arapahoe
Basin, Colo.; Beaver Valley Ski Club, Ontario; Canyons, Utah; Burke Mountain, Vt.; Copper Mountain,
Colo.; Crested Butte, Colo.; Giants Ridge, Minn.; Grand Targhee, Wyo.; Greek Peak, New York; Mt.
Abram, Maine; Mt. Ashland, Ore; Mt. Hood Meadows, Ore.; Oak Mountain, New York; Ober Gatlinburg,
Tenn.; Spirit Mountain, Minn.; Stevens Pass, Wash.; Stratton, Vt.; Sugarbush Resort, Vt.; Tamarack,
Idaho; and Telluride Ski & Golf, Colo.

Sustainable Slopes Grant winners will be highlighted in the 2016 Sustainable Slopes Annual Report, to be
published in September 2016. For more information on NSAA’s Sustainable Slopes Grant program,
Climate Challenge or to learn more about environmental initiatives and projects, visit the Environment
section of nsaa.org.

The National Ski Areas Association, located in Lakewood, Colo., is a trade association
formed in 1962 for ski area owners and operators nationwide.

###
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Soda Springs, Gore Mountain, & Aspen Skiing. Co
Win SKI Magazine Golden Eagle Awards
Squaw Valley|Alpine Meadows’ Kristyn Lingenfelter
Wins ‘Hero of Sustainability’ Honor

NASHVILLE, Tenn., May 19, 2016—SKI Magazine has honored three ski areas—Soda Springs,
Calif., Gore Mountain, NY, and Aspen Skiing Co., Colo.—with the 2016 Golden Eagle Awards
for Environmental Excellence. Additionally, SKI named Kristyn Lingenfelter of Squaw
Valley/Alpine Meadows in California as the “Hero of Sustainability” honoree for 2016.

The Golden Eagle Awards, overseen in a partnership between SKI and the National Ski Areas
Association (NSAA), are the ski industry’s most prestigious honor for recognizing resort
environmental programs and projects.
“When SKI founded this program in 1993, our goal was to recognize resorts that were actively
addressing environmental issues, hoping to encourage other resorts to do the same and also to
help publicize templates for similar projects across the industry,” said Allen Crolius, SKI’s
publisher and vice president of Active Interest Media’s Mountain Group. “It’s gratifying to see
how far the industry has come in 20 years, particularly with today’s vital focus on addressing
climate change.”

The resort awards are divided into three categories: small (fewer than 200,000 annual
skier/boarder visits), medium (200,000 to 500,000 visits) and large (more than 500,000 visits).
The Hero of Sustainability Award is designed to honor an individual making a difference in
resort environmental performance.
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Soda Springs in California won the Golden Eagle Award in the small ski area category. In
November of 2015, Soda Springs launched the Soda Springs Recycled Water Initiative. The ski
area will lead by example in being the first resort in California to make snow using recycled
water. This innovation is the result of a shared vision and partnership with Donner Summit
Public Utility District (DSPUD). The use of recycled water will preserve potable, surface, and
groundwater supplies, and provide an alternate and sustainable source for snowmaking.
Additionally, the snow that is made is effective water storage in the winter that is released back
into the ground and surface water flows as the snow melts, benefitting the South Yuba River.
Soda Springs invested significant capital to connect to the DSPUD facilities and install the new
system, and 100 percent of energy used for the new snowmaking system is offset through the
purchase of renewable energy credits. These investments will generate a great mountain
product and enhance guest experiences while conserving the region’s valuable potable water
supply. For more information, visit
http://www.skisodasprings.com/soda/mountain-info/Recycled%20Water%20Initiative.

Gore Mountain in New York took the top environmental honors in the medium-sized ski area
category for consistent leadership on environmental stewardship and enhancing the guest
experience in creative ways that help both the planet and its business. Gore’s signature project
was the signing of a 25-year solar energy contract for a 5.325 MW system that will offset 85
percent of Gore’s annual electrical budget. The first year’s savings for the project is estimated to
be $213,043, and the cumulative savings is projected to be $9,985,787. Gore also continued its
long-term investment in high-efficiency snowmaking, introduced service of locally produced
foods, offset energy use through strategic trail modifications, added two “recycled” trails to the
map, and made several other environmentally-friendly enhancements that guests can see,
enjoy, and learn about every day. Gore Mountain has demonstrated that a growing resort (its
acreage and uphill capacity have increased 131 percent and 142 percent respectively over the
last 20 years) can be sustainable and profitable, and serves as an industry model for
sustainable growth. For more information about Gore Mountain’s environmental initiatives, visit
www.goremountain.com.
Aspen Skiing Co. in Colorado won the Golden Eagle Award in the large resort category for
leveraging action on climate change with key audiences and in partnership with Protect Our
Winters (POW), a nonprofit dedicated to engaging the outdoor sports community in the fight
against climate change. This season, all 3,600 new Aspen/Snowmass uniforms featured the
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POW logo on the sleeve to spark conversation among guests and employees about climate
change and how they can act in meaningful ways to solve the problem. Aspen trained every
employee in climate science, communication, and the mission of POW prior to the season, and
included effective collateral materials in support of the initiative on chairlifts and in hotels (watch
video at https://vimeo.com/139166012). Aspen’s partnership with POW has resulted in great
success, including influencing governors in ski states to support the President’s Clean Power
Plan, bringing EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy to the X Games to elevate awareness of
EPA’s role in climate among youth, and helping unite the snowsports industry on advocacy on
climate solutions. For more information on the Aspen/POW partnership, visit
www.protectourwinters.org and www.aspensnowmass.com.
Kristyn Lingenfelter is a Hero of Sustainability for her efforts in implementing Squaw Valley’s
Drink Mountain Tap program, a resort-wide ban of bottled water sales at Squaw Valley and
Alpine Meadows. This initiative involved installing more than 20 water refill stations, offering
guests a new, reusable BPA-free water bottle with beautiful mountain imagery on it sold at the
same price point as bottled water ($3), and removing bottled water from Squaw|Alpine owned
dining and retail outlets. The initiative inspires guests to rethink their daily habits by choosing
reusable products over single-use items, while simultaneously reducing the total amount of
plastic waste generated by the resort each year. From the last two season season averages of
bottled water sold, Squaw|Alpine Meadows will remove 28,000 single-use plastic bottles from its
waste stream annually. In 10 years, this will add up to more than 300,000 single-use plastic
bottles and more than 8 metric tons of CO2 emissions saved from the production of 300K plastic
bottles. In addition to this program, Lingenfelter was instrumental in strengthening the resort’s
partnership with POW and raising awareness on the effects of climate change by developing the
POW Climate Cabin and POW Special Feature Wall at the Patagonia store in the resort’s
Village. For more information, visit www.squawalpine.com and www.protectourwinters.org.

About the GEAs
Established in 1993, the Golden Eagle Awards for Environmental Excellence recognize the
environmental achievements of ski areas. The awards are sponsored by SKI Magazine. Judges
for this year’s awards include: Andy Hawk and Greg Ditrinco, SKI Magazine; Tiffany Beal,
International Mountain Biking Association (IMBA); Judy Dorsey, Brendle Group; Don Dressler,
US Forest Service; Kevin Kassekert, Tesla Motors, Inc.; Chris Steinkamp, POW; and
Matthew Banks, World Wildlife Fund (WWF).
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About SKI
SKI Magazine (www.skimag.com), located in Boulder, Colo., is the world’s oldest and largest ski
publication. It is part of Active Interest Media’s Mountain Group, which also includes Skiing,
Warren Miller Entertainment, and NASTAR. AIM (www.aimmedia.com) is a leading publisher of
enthusiast publications across all platforms, and a producer of consumer shows. The company’s
five publishing groups—the Equine Network, the Home Buyer Group, the Healthy Living Group,
the Marine Group and the Outdoor Group—reach more than 20 million readers in 85 countries
around the world. AIM’s titles include Backpacker, Yoga Journal, Vegetarian Times, SAIL, Log
Home Living, and Old House Journal. AIM was formed by Wind Point Partners, a private equity
investment firm with offices in Chicago and Southfield, Mich., in partnership with CEO Efrem
“Skip” Zimbalist III in October 2003.

About NSAA
The National Ski Areas Association (NSAA), headquartered in Lakewood, Colo., is the trade
association for ski area owners and operators. Formed in 1962, NSAA today represents 332
alpine resorts that account for more than 90 percent of the skier/snowboarder visits nationwide.
Additionally, it has more than 400 supplier members who provide equipment, goods, and
services to the mountain resort industry.

For further information on the Golden Eagle Awards or to learn more about environmental
programs at ski resorts nationwide, visit www.nsaa.org.
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